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Design and Manufacture of a Prototype for a Spiral Magnetic Array Filter 
Problem Statement
• Fleenor Manufacturing has a patent-
pending spiral filter1 that uses a patented 
magnetic array2 to remove magnetic 
particles from hydraulic fluid
• Fleenor needs experimental data to 
prove the effectiveness of the filter in 
controlled conditions  
The Spiral Magnetic Array Filter Prototype
Major Deliverables
• Finished Spiral prototype ready for testing
• Write an SOP for further testing
• Prepare a draft for a manuscript
• Preliminary testing with standard ~40 micron 
spin-on filter
Scope
• Design a functional prototype for a stackable spiral 
filter that is easy to replace and can be 3D printed
• Produce three 3D printed filters using a material 
that will maintain its shape when exposed to a 
maximum temperature of about 55 degrees 
Celsius and a maximum pressure of about 300psi 
that is produced by the test stand




• Test on systems with a higher flowrate
• Test different spirals that have different cross-
sectional areas
• Reduce system noise 
Objectives
• Design and manufacture the steel casing 
and 3D printed plastic filter
• Perform preliminary experimental testing 
at three different hydraulic flow rates in 
three replicates to revise and refine the 
existing SOP for future testing
• Get baseline data for evaluating the 
efficiency of a magnetic array filtration 
system
Constraints
• Modify the existing test stand in the 
Danfoss Mechatronics Lab
• Outside tube made from steel and the 
inside spiral is plastic that uses additive 
manufacturing or 3D printing
• Data must be produced before 
03/13/2020
Methods/Approach
• SolidWorks used to design and model parts 
• Danfoss Additive Manufacturing for Spiral
• ISU waterjet and CNC Mill/Lathe for Top-Cap and 
Magnet Spacers
• Two MPFILTRI ICM particle counters3 and a flow 
meter attached to a PLUS+1 controller in the 
hydraulic circuit
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